
Best Apps to Learn German 

There are plenty of apps that claim to teach German. The key is finding one that suits your learning 

style best. Some are great for tactile and kinesthetic learners, while others cater more to auditory 

learners. Ultimately, it comes down to individual motivation; if vocabulary development is all 

you're after, then an app with basic instruction could suffice; however, if confidence in speaking 

the language already exists, then something more intensive might prove more beneficial. 

The top apps to learn German is designed to make learning fun and accessible. All are free to 

download, offering lessons that focus on specific skills such as reading, listening, pronunciation, 

writing and speaking. 

Linguatics is one of the most renowned and successful language learning apps, boasting a 4.6-star 

rating on the Google Play Store. The app utilizes interactive gamified exercises with progressive 

lessons that progress through multiple levels of language proficiency. Furthermore, Linguatics 

sorts learned words into "weak" and "strong" topics so users can determine which ones require 

further practice. 

Linguatics is a language-learning app that utilizes audio and written content to help users expand 

their German vocabulary. The platform utilizes podcasts, readings and articles as teaching aids; 

plus, new user-generated material is added regularly. 

Linguatics not only offers audio-based learning, but it also has a handy list of words common to 

German that can be used as flashcards to aid recall. What's even better? The app remembers every 

word you look up so that you can refer back to it at a later date. 

Linguatics is an ideal app to practice your reading skills. It provides a wide selection of articles 

and translations from current newspapers, providing you with valuable exposure to real-world texts 

that may not otherwise be included in most German learning resources. 

The app's bite-sized lessons and interactive quizzes are a great way to practice your German, 

especially if you have trouble with reading comprehension. Plus, there are vocabulary exercises 

designed to increase your German vocabulary even further. 



Linguatics provides German instruction through authentic dialogues and comprehension activities. 

With over 80 German dialogues, grammar exercises, vocabulary-building tools and spaced 

repetition system technology to help you master German quickly and easily - Linguatics is the 

ideal learning solution. 

One of the most crucial elements in any language learning app is engagement. If an app doesn't 

capture your attention, you won't be able to keep it interested. That's why selecting an app with a 

high rating and a large user base is so essential; that shows it has been around for some time and 

people are using it regularly. 

When selecting an app to learn from, it's essential to consider your learning style - do you prefer 

studying independently or taking a class? Visual learners might benefit most from an app with 

plenty of images; hands-on types might prefer flashcard-based programs. For more information 

check https://linguatics.com/best-apps-to-learn-german/.  
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